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Áreas de juego Outdoor swimming pool Tennis

Common areas

Prices starting from: $ 259,990

The Manors at Windermere Sound, located in one of Orlando, Florida’s most prestigious suburbs, features
awesome amenities for kids and kids at heart, including a neighborhood pool, cabana and playground.
Another key attribute is carefree living at low cost in the form of no lawn maintenance — professionals handle
those daily chores along with a management team full of professionals. Plus, there is easy access to major
roadways, and to nearby attractions, shops, restaurants and schools.

Amenities

About Orlando

There is a reason Orlando is one of the most popular vacation destinations in the world. More than 59 million

visitors arrived to Orlando in 2013, setting an all-time record for U.S. destinations. Why? Because Orlando

and Central Florida are almost always sunny, and they offer great dining, shopping, recreation, attractions,

health care and beaches just a short drive away. You are right in the heart of the excitement — yet you will

feel like you are away from it all.

Community Highlights

At Manors at Windermere Sound, there is a distinct theme: Spend your time having fun or relaxing, but not

working on your yard. Located in one of Orlando’s most prestigious suburbs, the community has professionals

handle the maintenance chores while residents enjoy a neighborhood pool, cabana, playground and sports

courts. Or, you can simply take in views of a scenic, peaceful wetlands and conservation area.

Home Features

Homes range in size from 184 to 229 square meters, with numerous design touches for both beauty and

practicality. Also, aside from maintenance-free living, one of Lennar’s most popular offerings are available:

Lennar’s Everything's Included®, an exclusive offering from the builder. Lennar’s Everything's Included®

contains thousands of dollars in extras simply included with each home, offering great value and the latest in

luxury, technology and ef�ciency.
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Information on this website is provided by real estate professionals or developers and/or their representatives. Prices, details and availability may change; please verify any information with a real estate professional or the developer.

Collabra is not responsible for any errors or omissions. This is not an offer to sell. Collabra fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act.
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